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After a pretty warm and wet 
start to November, the 
temperatures have now 
started to drop. In the garden, 
our hedgehog friend was 
feeding every night up until 
25th November but has now 
stopped – hopefully a sign that 
he has put on enough weight 
to go in to hibernation. 
 
Hedgehogs need to reach a 
weight of at least 450g to 
survive the winter.  



Our new recycled plastic 
hedgehog feeding box is 
much drier inside and 
easier to clean than the 
wooden one. 

Hedgehog entrance 
Frog and Newt 
hibernacula 
entrance 



You may be 
hearing a lot more 
Tawny Owls (Strix 
aluco) calling 
during November. 
The reason for all 
the extra hooting 
is that there are 
now lots of young 
tawny owls 
coming in to 
maturity and they 
are looking for a 
territory of their 
own, whilst the 
more mature owls 
are trying to hold 
on to their patch. 



To give tawny owls a 
helping hand in 
Garnant, I am 
hoping to erect this 
nest box for them at 
the top of the 
garden.  
 
Tawny owl prefer 
their next boxes in 
woodland, but will 
use boxes on 
woodland fringe as 
well – so fingers 
crossed. Nest boxes 
can either be 
upright like this one, 
which is placed on a 
tree trunk, or….. 
 

Entrance 



Can be strapped 
to the underside 
of a large branch 
at a 45 degree 
angle. 

Entrance 



Thank you to everyone for sending me in your 
mole hill records. We have recorded over 250 
mole hills in the Amman Valley so far, and 
hopefully we can keep on recording them.   



Golwg yr Aman is 
proving a very good 
location for moles 

Please do keep sending in your records. All we need 
is Date, Location and How many (roughly). Thank you.  



Several of the nest 
boxes in the Amman 
Valley were used by 
Pied Flycatchers this 
year. Lockdown meant 
that we couldn’t get out 
to do the monitoring in 
Spring. We recently set 
out to check the boxes 
for old nests. This will 
help us get an idea of 
how many pairs bred 
this year. 



Pied flycatcher 
nests are quite 
unique, made 
up of a neat 
woven cup 
made from 
honeysuckle 
bark.  
 
As well as 
checking the 
nest we also 
cleaned the 
boxes out. Its a 
disgusting, dirty, 
horrible messy 
job, so… 



Lizzie did it… 



We also took the 
opportunity to retrofit 
some of the entrance 
holes with metal plates 
to help protect them 
from Great Spotted 
Woodpeckers 
(Dendrocopus major).  
 
From the 50 boxes 
checked – 3 had been 
used by pied flycatcher, 
which is very good for 
such a rare bird. There 
are lots more boxes 
that need checking over 
the winter.   

If you would like to 
know more about the 
day, we recorded a 
piece for BBC Radio 
Wales (Country Focus), 
which should be 
broadcast on the 4th of 
December. 



As well as pied flycatcher nests , we had blue tit (Cyanistes caeruleus), nuthatch (Sitta 
europaea) and a wood mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus ). 



Also seen this month in 
the marshy grassland 
habitats of the Amman 
Valley were Snipe 
(Gallinago gallinago). 
 
Snipe can be found in 
the upland habitats and 
within marshy grassland 
habitats lower down. 
Their defence against 
predators is to remain 
completely still and  
quite often you don’t 
know they are there 
until the fly up in front 
of you. 



Goldcrests (Regulus regulus) are also 
something to look out for in Winter 
and have been seen in several 
locations in the valley recently. 



We are lucky to 
share the Amman 
Valley with some 
incredible wildlife – 
like this Badger 
(Meles meles) which 
was picked up on 
one of our trail cams 
recently.  



Starlings (Sturnus 
vulgaris) are 
looking 
wonderful at the 
moment in their 
spotty  winter 
plumage.  



We don’t get Starling 
murmurations in the 
Amman Valley, but one 
of the best signs of 
Winter for me is seeing 
and hearing the 
wonderful flocks of 
Jackdaws gathering in 
the evenings.  
 
The collective noun for 
a group of Jackdaws is 
called a ‘clattering’ 
which is very apt.   



Thanks to the 
‘Knowing your 
Neighbours Project’ 
(funded by the Brecon 
Beacons National 
Park) we now have 6 
new moth traps. Once 
the weather warms 
up we can start 
sharing the moth 
traps across the Valley 
to look for moths in 
different  gardens.  



Empty egg boxes are placed inside the moth trap to give the moths a 
place to shelter once they fall in. So please do keep hold of your egg 
boxes so we can use in the moth trap next year. Thank you. 

Although we 
haven’t 
caught any 
moths on 
colder nights 
we have still 
managed to 
catch a few 
this month, 
including….. 



Scarce Umber 

Silver Y 

December Moth 

The Brick 

Red Green Carpet 



The true stars at the 
moment though are 
Fungi. These waxcap 
fungi are found in 
grasslands and they 
are an excellent sign 
that the grassland is 
good for wildlife.  
Several different 
species of waxcap 
fungi have been found 
in the valley lately. 
Lawns and tightly 
mown grasslands like 
graveyards are often 
the best places to see 
the fruiting bodies. 



There are lots of 
different species of 
waxcap fungi and 
they come in all 
sorts of colours. 







Whilst I don’t 
condone vandalism of 
any sort – it is still nice 
to know that our 
wildlife messages are 
getting through…… 



Thanks again for all the 
photos, feedback and 
species records – they 
are much appreciated. 
 
Please keep sending in 
your records of the 
wildlife you see 
(including Mole Hills). 
 
Any wildlife queries, 
please let me know. 
 
Rob  
Rob.parry@incc.wales 
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